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act

atic Text Complexity Evaluation (ATE) is a research field that aims at creating new methodolog
e autonomous the process of the text complexity evaluation, that is the study of the text-linguis
s (e.g., lexical, syntactical, morphological) to measure the grade of comprehensibility of a text. AT
ect positively several different contexts such as Finance, Health, and Education. Moreover, it c
t the research on Automatic Text Simplification (ATS), a research area that deals with the study of n
s for transforming a text by changing its lexicon and structure to meet specific reader needs. In th
we illustrate an ATE approach named DeepEva, a Deep Learning based system capable of classifyi
alian and English sentences on the basis of their complexity. The system exploits the Treetagg
tion tool, two Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural unit layers, and a fully connected one. T
er outputs the probability of a sentence belonging to the easy or complex class. The experiment
show the effectiveness of the approach for both languages, compared with several baselines such
t Vector Machine, Gradient Boosting, and Random Forest.

ds: text-complexity-assessment, automatic-text-copmplexity-evaluation, text-simplification,
al-intelligence, deep-learning, natural-language-processing

roduction

ent years have been characterized by the significant growth of solutions related to Natural Langua
sing (NLP) problems. Such solutions vary and they concern different topics such us computation
ity [1], support system for teaching [2, 3, 4], machine translation [5], semantic analysis [6], heal
t system [7] and so on. Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) is a natural language processing ta
main purpose is to transform a text in an automated manner to make it more easily understandable
r, keeping as much as possible the original meaning of the content. People with language disabiliti
der skills, or lack of knowledge of a specific language are categories of users who can benefit fro
stems.
adays, researches related to the ATS concern the development of intelligent systems capable

ying texts automatically. In this context, the automatic text complexity evaluation (ATE) is a releva
h field related to the development of Text Simplification systems. ATE systems analyze the featur
ext that are representative of its complexity and relate them with those linked to the reading skills
r. An ATE recognizes if a text is already suitable for the reader or it needs to be simplified. If t
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judged to be too difficult, the text should be modified, for instance, by changing the lexicon or t
e’s syntax to adapt the text complexity to the reading skills of the user.
ATE system is not only related to the ATS activities: it can be used for many different contexts
alone system. The automatic evaluation of the complexity of a text can be appreciated as suppo
by people that have to engage with different communities. Educators are an example of individua
ed ATE systems since they often produce educational material that can be used by students havi
tic problems such as those affected by dyslexia, deafness, or aphasia. In this regard, ATE suppor
ors during the drafting process by suggesting simplifying the text if it is not suitable for a reade
Furthermore, substantial waves of immigration have occurred in Italy since 20171. These phenome
creased the number of students, who are not native speaker inside classrooms, that have to tack
ic understanding problems. An augmentation of students in need of supporting demands more effo
ators to prepare the educational material, which increases the worth of ATE tools.
gh investments have improved the school system making education available to almost everybod
s still a high percentage of the population with low reading skills. Statistical investigation2 has be
out to assess literacy competencies of 24 OCSE countries. The study places Italy as the country wi
hest number of people with worse literacy skills. At the same time, England/Ireland and the Unit
are ranked respectively 15th and 17th for language competencies showing the need for simplificati
r both Italian and English languages.
this paper, we propose a solution for overcoming the classical measures to assess text complexi
ing Deep Learning and an effective parsing tool named Treetagger [8]. Facets that make a senten
itable for the reader are identified via a learning process that exploit a dataset which include t
tion of the reader skills through the examples. The system considers the syntactical features by usi
gger that extracts the sentence’s parts-of-speech. Instead, it exploits an RNN to extract the mo
ant facets of text complexity useful to classify sentences as hard to understand (i.e, the senten
t meet the reader skills) or easy to understand (i.e. the sentence is suitable for the reader) for bo
ges. The architecture of the network uses two Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural unit laye
fully connected one. The LSTM layers analyze lexical and syntactic peculiarities by exploiting
ities of remembering the input sequence arrangement. The output, representing the extracted featur
tes the next layer, activated using the softmax activation function, which gives the probability of
e belonging to one of the two classes.
erimental results highlight the system aptitude for the ATE task. Such a system achieves releva
of the F1-Score measure for both English and Italian, underlining its versatility for tackling t
in more than one language.
paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we bibliography contents of ATE, the sections 3.1 a

cribe the system with a focus on the NN architecture, section 4 gives information about the us
for training the NN and the experiments carried out for evaluating its performance; a discussion
ctiveness of the NN is provided in section 5. Finally the conclusions are given in section 6.

erature review

istorical Measures
E is a relevant research topic that has been studied for the English language since 1893 [9]. The fi
ant attempt to tackle the problem was leveraged on quantitative approaches that exploited statistic
s to measure the text readability mainly for the English language. Subsequently, researchers start
y ATE for other languages such as Italian.
, Rudolf Flesch created a readability formula which take into account three language elements: avera
e length in words, number of affixes, and number of references to people [10]. Such a formula becam
f the art. It was utilized to control the text complexity in many different contexts like newspap

.interno.gov.it/sites/default/files/cruscotto_statistico_giornaliero_20-06-2019.pdf
s://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/Country%20note%20-%20Italy%20(ITA).pdf
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, government publications, and materials for adult education. In the same line, in 1969, Bormuth [1
a statistical formula which exploits average sentence length, number of words not on the revised Da
ords known by fourth graders, and number of letters per word.
, by taking inspiration from the original Flesch formula, it was created the Flesch-Kincaid readabil
FKI) [12], one of the most common indexes for assessing text complexity. It is based on the combinati
e common readability formulas: the Automated Readability Index, Fog Count and Flesch Reading Ea
developed in the military environment to help the training of Navy enlisted personnel. The proble
create a reliable support tool for making training material understandable by the military studen
ves a score that measures the complexity level of an English document based on its structural featur
s into account number of words, number of sentences, amount of syllables, and relates them by usi
cal coefficients calculated carrying out tests on 531 military personnel. Despite the relevance of th
it has some limitations. One is that it evaluates longer texts as more challenging to understand. No
e length of a text is not always a feature that affects the text complexity. The text might be long
e of a larger amount of information, which could help the reader better understand. Furthermore, th
y of indexes does not take into account other important facets of text complexity. Indeed, it is
n opinion that evaluating only document surface features is not enough for assessing its complexi
e its limitations, the FKI has been largely adopted.
6, Roberto Vacca adapted the FKI for the Italian language creating the Flesch-Vacca index (FV
hich assesses specifically the text complexity of an Italian text. Another historical index created f
ing the complexity of an Italian text is GulpEase (GE) [14]. It is based on the length of words, t
of words and the number of sentences. GE was created specifically for the Italian language, a

ides a score that can be used to associate the complexity of text with the degree level of the read
mple, a score of 60/100 points attests that the text complexity is very difficult for people with
tary school diploma but easy to understand for people with a high school diploma. Unfortunate
lpEase lacks in considering other fundamental aspects of text complexity.
9, the Lexile framework, a formula which use sentence length and word frequency, was develop
he formula uses 1000 Lexile points (from 200 to 1200), where 200 is the first grade, and 1200 is t
-grade level. The Lexile score has been used for assessing 30’000 books, and a growing number of te
ers such as CTB-McGraw Hill and NWEA Achievement Level Test have adopted such a measure
, a formula based on the Bormuth formula, named Degrees of Reading Power, was created to asse
t complexity by exploiting sentence length, number of words not in an updated version of the Da
d average number of letters per word [16]. This formula uses a point-scale of difficulty on the ran
and the authors provide a translation table which maps the formula values to the reading levels.

most important shortcomings of the described formulas are related to the use of only surface face
sentence length and number of syllables. These are not enough to cover all the factors that character
t complexity. Therefore they have become outdated, and researchers have started to explore ne
ologies to assess the text complexity.

odern Measures
shortcomings of traditional readability indices are overcome by using cognitive studies on how t
interacts with a text. Such studies conclude that the assessment of text comprehension can not u
allows features but they must include psycholinguistics ones, such as text cohesion, syntactic parsin
es related to decoding, and meaning construction.
the CohMetrix is utilized to measure English text readability for students who are learning a seco

ge (L2 readers) relying on text cohesion. It integrates many deep-level factors like semantic lexico
-speech taggers, and other computational linguistics components that allow the examination of featur
to text processing and reading comprehension.
gful readability index has been developed according to Prototype Theory [18], which states th
st readable words represent objects humans interact with. For example, guitar is more readab
s superordinate words stringed instrument and its subordinate words acoustic guitar. Then, Wordn

3
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exploited to study such words relations in order to build a readability measure which relates bas
dinate and subordinate words.
tistical techniques have been explored for creating the language model of a particular grade level. T
s of large corpora suitable for a specific type of reader allows us to discover features that characteri
ities. In [20], the reading difficulty of Web pages has been assessed by using simple statistical langua
and surface linguistic features. An extension of Bayes classification has been used for combini

le language models to determine the text complexity [21]. In [22] Grammar and vocabulary featur
bined for estimating the reading difficulty to outperform models based only on grammar or langua

ing approaches. In [23], the problem of readability is modelled as a text-categorization task tackles
statistical language model based on a variation of the multinomial naïve Bayes classifier. Such

has been utilized to classify Web pages by examining their reading difficulty. In [24], lexical (i.e., t
frequencies of word unigrams) and grammatical features (i.e., extracted from automatic context-fr
ar parses of sentences) are correlated utilizing statistical models to build a measure of readabili
dy compares Linear Regression, Multi-class Logistic Regression, and Proportional Odds to choose t
the best suit the problem. Statistical models have been widely utilized for evaluating the readabil
ncial disclosure since the way they are written, and content comprehension affects the decision
in a product [25, 26].
multiple types and nature of features that could be involved in text complexity evaluation lead
gestion that a machine learning model might catch the relation among features by its learning proce
ng this suggestion, several supervised models have been provided. In [27], Simple English Wikiped
ikipedia are used to create a corpus that contains sentences labelled respectively as simple and ha
xical, syntactic, and psycholinguistic features are extracted to train the SVM model for classifyi
es based on their difficulty. In [28] a dependency tree and a semantic network are used to build
ility index in which features like sentence length, word length and word frequency are related by usi
rest neighbor algorithm. The study shows that deep syntactic and semantic features help bett
nt a reader’s difficulties in understanding a text. In [29], a Stochastic Gradient Descent classifi
osed for the binary classification of complex and simple sentences. The training of the algorith
n carried out on a specific corpus created aligning sentences of Newsela [30] through massAlign [3
. In [32], features like word length, sentence length, part-of-speech counts, frequency of comm
medical concept density, specificity, and ambiguity are used to train six different ML algorithms f
ing the difficulty of health texts. In [33], a new readability assessment approach that relies on a s
ures to support the process of text simplification with cognitively-motivated metrics has been us
porting the text-simplification process for poor literacy readers. The assessment has been carri
ough a standard classifier, an ordinal (ranking) classifier, and a regressor. The best model is th
ded in an efficient Text Simplification system.
obust system developed for measuring sentence complexity of the Italian language is READ-IT [3
-IT is an SVM-based system capable of taking into account many text features that affect senten
xity. The training phase has been carried out by exploiting the Repubblica newspaper, which
red difficult to comprehend for the 70% of the Italian people, and Due Parole which articles a
ended to low literacy skills readers. Starting from an Italian sentence READ-IT extracts raw, lexic
-syntactic, and syntactic features which are used for training the SVM to identify hard to understa
sy to understand sentences. It offers a score of complexity, represented by the probability of t
e being one of the two classes. In the context of the evaluation of the readability of software codes,
ny classifiers are tested to discover the features of code writing, which affect the software quality a
te a readability measure. The study presents a descriptive model of software readability, which
y correlated to the judgments of 120 human annotators.
sentence complexity evaluation has been explored by authors interpreting it as a classification proble
is to classify sentences in two classes based on their lexical and syntactical features. We have chos

dels since they have been successfully used as supervised classification models showing their pow
y contexts. Furthermore, they make it possible to overcome the weakness of the features extracti
ince the model itself automatically accomplishes it. In [36] Lexical and syntactical features have be
ed, analyzing the sentence as a sequence of tokens, where a token is either a word or a punctuati
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l. The system is characterized by a preprocessing phase that represents a sentence as a sequence
mber vectors and by a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which analyzes the sequence to learn wh
eculiarities that make the sentence hard or easy to understand. According to the computed tests, t
performances are coherent with the READ-IT ones, a state-of-the-art system for measuring the te
xity for the Italian language, establishing it as a good alternative to measure the sentence complex
r the Italian language.
m based on NN architecture has been developed for measuring syntactic complexity [37, 38]. The
f systems could be used to support authors who create texts for people with problems to comprehe
ic constructs. The system works well for both Italian and English languages, showing the NN mode
rsatility to tackle the problem for different languages. The developed model has been compared
M baseline system, which achieves as good as NN model performances for the English language b
the Italian one.
rove the NN model performances, authors have investigated how evaluating the text complexity
to the tokens representation [39]. The paper describes a set of experiments in which the evaluation
t complexity has been carried out through the same model but with different tokens representati
ologies. The results suggest that the problem of text complexity evaluation is mainly affected by t
architecture than the ways to represent the sentence elements.
adays, tools for understanding if the text generated by an ATS system is effectively suitable for t
reader are necessary to enhance the TS research field. In addition to the system already describe
xist other metrics explicitly created for this purpose, like FKBLEU and SARI [40]. FKBLEU attemp
bine the Flesch-Kincaid index with an extension of the well-known BLEU index to create a ne
e capable of capturing the readability and adequacy of the simplified text. The SARI index takes in
t how good is the system in adding, deleting or keeping words that support the simplification, and
es the system employing a rewards-based methodology.

thod

present DeepEVA, a text complexity evaluation system that classifies sentences based on their difficu
ain modules compose the system: the preprocessing and the classification model. The preprocessi
enriches the sentences with its parts-of-speech, and it deals with the adaptation of sentences to ma

uitable for the analysis by the classifier. The final output of the preprocessing is a representation
a vectorial form. The second module is a supervised classifier based on an RNN, which learns how
inate hard to understand sentences from the easy to understand ones by examining labelled sentenc
ucture of our system is shown in figure 1.

reprocessing
preprocessing phase is done before the model starts the elaboration of the sentence. Its objectiv

ltiple: to carry out a deep analysis of the sentence extrapolating its parts-of-speech, to recognize wor
nctuation marks, to transform each part-of-speech, word and punctuation symbol to an appropria
of numbers that can be analyzed by the model and which properly represent the features of the inp
e.
process of extrapolating the sentence parts-of-speech and recognize words and punctuation marks

y using a pre-trained version of Treetagger [8]. Treetagger is an annotating tool that has been creat
ciate parts-of-speech to sentence tokens. In our case, each token is either word or a punctuation ma
sentence. The choice of this tool is due to its ability to tag different languages like German, Engli
and so on. Since the idea of the authors was to create a unique model capable of understanding wh
features that identify a sentence as hard to understand or easy to understand for Italian and Engli
ge, the preprocessing phase needs to be done for both the languages in a coherent way.
gger is highly customizable, which means that the tool can be used for different languages, simp
g a configuration file, that we call tag-set, which describes the features of the language. Each tag-s
xplicitly created for a language, and it identifies a set of linguistic elements that can be recogniz

5
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: The system architecture. The picture is divided into modules. From left to right: the representation matrix o
computed by the preprocessing module by transforming words, punctuation marks, and part-of-speech into a vec

he Model module describes the neural networks which learn what is hard to understand and easy to understand. T
odule evaluates the response of the Model assigning the sentence to either the first or the second class.

the analysis of the text.
alian language has been tagged using the Stein3 tag-set, this configuration file takes into accou
ic elements such as adverbs, adjective, verb and noun. In detail, Tretagger using the Stein configurati
recognize 13 different categories of verbs, 8 different types of pronouns, numeral, punctuation, nam
and indefinite article, abbreviation, adjective and so on. In addition to Stein configuration file, the
other tag-set file created by Baroni4 that we have not used for our experiments. The reason justifyi
oice can be found in [37] where the authors show that the Stein configuration file is more suitable f
blem we are tackling.
e procedure has been done for the English language. We have used Treetagger for tagging the Engli
es that will be elaborated by the model. The configuration file utilized for this process is the o
on the British National Corpus named BNC tag-set5. The tag-set is composed by 61 tag includin

lia, 25 different categories of verbs, adverb, noun, 4 different punctuation marks types, prepositio
lasses of nouns.
he tagging process, every part-of-speech associated with a sentence is coded as a vector utilizing t
own one-hot encoding. This type of coding system consists of creating a vector with a total leng
o the amount of parts-of-speech recognizable by the tool for a specific language. The rationale of t
ology is to consider the vector positions representing all possible parts-of-speech and the value of 1
point, which suggests the presence of a determined part-of-speech. Thus, the vector elements are p
cept for a unique position that contains the value of 1.

://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/Treetagger/data/italian-tagset.txt
://sslmit.unibo.it/~baroni/collocazioni/itwac.tagset.txt
://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/docs/gramtag.html
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rds and punctuation marks have been also detected by using Treetagger. Both of them are turn
ctors of real numbers by using FastText[41]. FastText is a library that allows making effective wo
ntations and sentence classification, taking into account features not only related to the entire wo
ctuation marks but also tied to local characteristics like the bag of characters that compose t
t has been used for representing words and punctuation marks of 157 different languages [42] such
and English. This work has produced available resources in which, for a specific language, there is
ondence between a word and a vector of real numbers. In detail, FastText [41, 42] has been train
ipedia6 and Common Crawl7, and it maps each token of the sentence to a 300-dimensional spa
which means that, in our case, at the end of the preprocessing phase the meaning and the structure
tence will be represented as a sequence of 300-dimensional vector suited for the analysis by the mod

lassifier
classifier module is based on a specific type of NN known as Long-Short Term (LSTM) Neur

ks [43]. LSTM Neural Networks belong to the family of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), a set
ks that tackle the problem of analyzing sequences. Their peculiarity is the exploiting of a stimul
feedback that constitute a cumulative representation of the sequence elements that the network h
analyzed. This type of recurrence allows creating a link between the outcome of the network a

ement of the input sequence, which means a different result if the elements or their order change. T
tation of the RNNs can be understood by using the unfolding concept [44] in which the network
ed as a progression of states which was taken during the analysis of the sequence elements. RNN
sider all the elements of the sequence, changing their behaviour based on the sequence elements a
rder. Remembering how the elements are arranged into the sequence shows extraordinary potential
problems related to speech recognition [45], language model generation [46], machine translation [4
n recognition in a video [48] and so on.
e their good features, these types of networks are difficult to train using back-propagation throu
PTT) [49] because of the well-known vanishing gradient problem [50]. There exists an optimizati

hm (e.g., [51]) that avoid the problem of vanishing gradient. However, the high effectiveness of the
ms is comparable to their computational cost, so they are less attractive than the BPTT methodolo
e the methodology unchanged, the researchers have designed a new architecture of RNN units call
cell that is capable of facing the vanishing gradient problem holding the main properties related
urrence.
LSTM cell goes beyond the vanish gradient problem by means of specific architecture based on gat

stem of gates controls how the information is propagated from input to the output and acts on t
l state of the cell. As shown in figure 2, the LSTM cell contains two loops (o-loop and s-loop) whi
o implement the feedback stimulus to keep track of the sequence of elements. The input is relat
gates by a series of operations which affect the state of the system and the output of the the cell
given by an appropriate combination of the output gate and the system state. More details can
n [44].
classifier model we propose will be able to differentiate between two classes of sentences: easy

tand, hard to understand. As explained in section 2, the complexity of a sentence is influenced
actors such as the lexicon and its syntax, therefore it is important to consider methodologies th
lude not only words but also the structure of the sentence. The RNN has shown good potential
tand these features, as shown in [37, 38, 36] in which the authors present that a NN architecture
to classify sentences based on their difficulty. The proposed classifier model tries to combine t

f [37, 38, 36] to build a new powerful model that can outperform the performance of past models.
s reason, we propose a classifier that is composed by two separate LSTM layers, L1 and L2. L1 lay
ith the examination of parts-of-speech sequence while the layer L2 analyzes the progression of bo
nd punctuation symbols

s://www.wikipedia.org/
.commoncrawl.org
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: The LSTM Cell. The picture shows the flow of the operations that are applied to the input sequence. Each inp
contribute to the final outcome and it is related to the input, forget and output gate which are activated by a sigm
and the input which is activated by a logistic sigmoid function.

odel learns separately the features that represent the difficulty level of comprehension behind t
f-speech and the complexity aspects expressed by words and punctuation marks. Analyzing the par
h the L1 layer discovers the syntactic rules which makes a sentence more or less hard to understa
he layer L2 looking at words and punctuation marks finds out features related to both lexical a
ic aspects that identify the complexity of the sentence. Indeed, the syntax of a sentence is relat
tructure; thus, the layer L2 observing how the tokens follow one another can make inference on t
e syntax. The outcomes of the layers L1 and L2 are concatenated, and then they are process
successive dense layer, which is fully connected with the previous. The Dense Layer takes care
ing the contributes of L1 and L2 layers so that mix the information in order to give a judgment abo
plexity of the sentence. The output of this layer is activated by the softmax function, which gives t
ility that a sentence belongs to the category of hard to understand or easy to understand. The Outp
deals with the evaluation of the dense layer output. Its objective is to compare the two outputs
se layer and to choose the maximum. This means assigning the input sentence to the class that
kely to be correct based on the knowledge that the network has acquired.

arameters
system parameters have been computed empirically by testing different loss functions, optimizati
ms and trying multiple combinations of neuron numbers. Tests have shown that an efficient soluti
e 128 neurons for each layer and training the network, minimizing the well-known cross-entropy lo
n choosing the RMSPROP [52] optimization algorithm on balanced minibatch of size 50. In doing
del architecture relies on the first two layers composed of 128-LSTM neural units whose outcome
ed by the last 2-units dense layer activated by the softmax function and normalized by using an
ith a factor scale of 0.05. The Early-stopping approach has been used, setting the threshold at 0.0
d overfitting.
e considered the maximum length of each sentence the average length of the entire corpus, whi
20 tokens for the English language and 21 for the Italian one.

8
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orpus
the text complexity evaluation, the concepts of hard and easy to understand are strongly relat
reader’s linguistic skills. Specific types of texts might be challenging for a class of people but ve
tandable for others characterized by higher linguistic proficiency. The same scenario is reflected for t
stems, which have to consider the target people’s properties (e.g., L1 learners, L2 learners, dyslex
af people) to compute the complexity threshold that, if exceeded, identifies text as not suitable for t
Such readability skills could be embedded directly within the system or described in a conceal

r inside the dataset using the labelling process. An ATE system based on ML algorithms learns fro
classifying sentences based on their complexity. It sets the most appropriate threshold by examini

els associated with the data. The computed threshold is representative of the knowledge acquired
del, and it may be explained only if the labelling process is described accurately. For these reaso
aining and test phases have been carried out by using two accurately chosen corpora: a specific Itali
annotated according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) whi
s only Italian sentences and the English corpus that is composed based on Newsela, which conte
n accurately drafted by a group of professional linguistics.

Italian
fortunately, the evaluation of text complexity is made harder by the lack of resources exploitab
Italian language. To the best of our knowledge, the only corpus big enough for training a de
g model is PACCSS [53] that has been created in a semi-automatic way for solving specifically t
sk. PACCSS has also been used in the context of ATE [36, 37, 39] by using as hard to understand
-simplified sentences and as easy to understand the relative simplified versions. Although it represen
rce to solve the problem, the need for a specific Italian corpus for ATE persists, since PACCSS
adequate for the ATS topic and it is a silver-standard.
e created a new sentence-based corpus by harvesting publicly online resources to develop a mo
model. The corpus is a mixture of texts drafted specifically for teaching the Italian language, fai
r children, and classical Italian novels. While the teaching material is handmade annotated, we ha
lly examined the reminder documents tagging the fables for children as A2 and the classic Itali
as C2. It is well known that fables addressing low-proficiency linguistic users are written by usi
tforward syntactical constructs and common words. Whereas we have selected, classical Italian nov
red complicated by the majority of Italians (e.g., Anna Karenina).
rpus is enriched by the sentences extracted from dueparole8(2P). 2P is a news magazine who
are written using a clear, precise, and easy to understand language. 2P aims to make accessible t
tion to people who have difficulties in comprehending Italian texts. For example, they could be peop
e not mother tongues, people with language disabilities such us dyslexia or aphasia and mother tong
who have low linguistic skills. The authors of 2P are professional linguists, journalists, and teache
tudies have led to discovering a set of criteria for controlling the complexity of texts and communicati
ely. They use a specific method of writing, keeping the text short, with easy to understand sentenc
ey enrich the text with common Italian words, which are more easily understandable. The metho
controlled writing, can be applied to different types of text like informative, regulatory, bureaucrat
on.
al corpus contains about 100.000 sentences whose lengths are comprised between 6 and 177 toke
tributed as follows: C1/C2: 73.000, B2/B1: 1.000, A2/A1:26.000. The total amount of different wor
nd 70.000, and it concerns both L1 and L2 learners. The new corpus, annotated, according to t
standard, represents a reliable resource for training and testing machine learning models suitable f
ject problem.

.dueparole.it
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# L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

L0 104801 32475 17991 8493 4191 41
L1 32475 99980 31849 11918 5151 43
L2 17991 31849 108586 22869 8274 58
L3 8493 11918 22869 111029 21253 97
L4 4191 5151 8274 21253 103496 254
L5 41 43 58 97 254 2073

Every table cell identified by the row Lx and column Ly , represents the number of the same sentences between all t
nt of difficulty level x and those of difficulty level y.

English
what concerns the English language, we have trained the model using the Newsela [30] corpus. T
hind the creation of the corpus is to help educators for preparing students to meet the English langua
ves for each grade level according to Common Core Standards [54] in the United States. Since t
ity and quality of the resource, it has become widely used for helping the TS field. Indeed, before t
a corpus, the most important resource suitable to resolve TS problems was the Parallel Wikiped
cation (PWS) corpus created aligning articles from Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia9. PWS is bu
utomatic sentence alignment methodologies, which make it prone to contain errors. Indeed, ma
cations are inappropriate experiencing the 50% of the sentence pairs are not simplification [30].
wsela authors overcome these troubles by creating a simplification corpus with the aid of profession
without the use of automatic methodologies. The corpus is designed for children at different gra
It is composed of 1.130 news articles which each of which has been rewritten at least four times10

ionals at different grades of complexity meeting the needs of different reader levels. The documents a
with numbers ranging from 0 to 4, denoting the complexity of the text. 0 represents the documen

l version, while the labels from 1 to 4 mean successive simplification levels of the same docume
4 (or 5 in some cases) is the easiest version of the document.
unately, the Newsela corpus is a set of articles that is not compatible with the idea of the authors th
eate a model capable of evaluating the complexity of sentences. Indeed, the Newsela corpus specifi
plexity of the entire document, not giving any information about the complexity of the sentenc
d in the article. This means that although an article is classified as a specific complexity level
ences do not necessarily reflect the same complexity the set of all sentences reflect L. To tackle th
, we have processed Newsela articles extracting the sentences and then trying to divide them in

sses hard to understand and easy to understand.
ntence extraction has been carried out using a regular expression that selects all the sentences
ents as a sequence of characters terminated by a dot mark, treating apart special cases like acronym
he process, we harvested approximately 530,000 sentences associate with the complexity level of t
ent, where the sentence is extracted.
taset consists in a list of pairs (si, djk) formed by the sentences si, that are included in the docume
t has a complexity level k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
have analyzed the sentences inside the documents looking for how they are being distributed. T
.1.2 shows the number of common sentences between all possible complexity pairs. In particular, t
t (Lx, Ly), x, y ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represent the number of common sentences between all the documen
mplexity level x and all documents with complexity level y. For example, the element table (L2, L
hat the number of common sentences among the documents with complexity level 2 and the documen
mplexity level 3 is 22869.
analysis of the distribution shows, as expected, the higher number of common sentences for coup

symmetric values between couples (x, y) and (y, x), x, y = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and a low number of comm

s://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
re are exceptions in which the document has five degrees of simplification
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es between couples (x, y), x ≥ 4 and y ≤ 2.
r to reach our purposes we categorized as hard to understand all the sentences present in docume
th grade of difficulty k ≤ 1 that are not included in documents djk with k ≥ 2. More formally, we s
of hard to understand sentences set H as:

H =
⋃

∀j,k≤1
djk \

⋃

∀j,k≥2
djk

consider easy to understand all the sentences included in documents djk, that have a grade of difficu
hich are not inside documents djk, with k ≤ 3, i.e.

E =
⋃

∀j,k≥4
djk \

⋃

∀j,k≤3
djk

using the above-described selection paradigm, the cardinality of H is 130.000, while E is compos
00 sentences. The final corpus contains sentences of lengths between 1 and over 160 tokens; t
lary size is equal to 92817 different words.

xperiments
objective of the paper is to build a model capable of tackling the problem of evaluating the complex

ences in Italian and English languages. In the following, we present experiments and results.
cribed in section 3.1, parameters of the model have been chosen empirically. We have carried out
xperiments to evaluate the system’s performances by changing the number of LSTM neural uni
reports for each model configuration both the performances and the epochs needed to attain the be

. Based on the achieved results, we have chosen to set the neurons number of the LSTM layers at 1
g both the complexity of the network and the computational effort for the training process. Inde
tem achieves the best performances after seven epochs for the English language and ten epochs f
lian language. Every experiment takes into account the set of hard to understand sentences as positi
nd the set of easy to understand sentences as negative class.

Epochs Neurons F1-SCORE
15 16 .880
11 32 .880
9 64 .879
7 128 .880
4 256 .879

Epochs Neurons F1-SCORE
20 16 .865
13 32 .864
11 64 .864
10 128 .866
7 256 .866

The averaged measures on English (Left) and Italian (Right) corpora computed by means of 10-fold cross validat
logy which shows the variation of F1-SCORE on changing of the neurons number and training epochs. The results
by means of Early Stopping process.

Experiment 1: Italian
corpus contains Italian sentences classified following the six11 ascending levels of difficulty describ
CEFR standard. In order to create the binary classification model, we have selected as E=easy
and (Negative class) the sentences labelled as the A1, A2 and B1, while we have chosen as H=hard
tand (Positive class) the ones classified as B2, C1 or C2. The derived corpus includes around 26.5
understand sentences and 73.000 hard to understand.
he dataset is unbalanced, in order to exploit the entire dataset, we have partitioned the bigge
into L sub-sets Si, where |Si| is equal to |E|, and carried out several runs. Each run exploits
composed of a partition Si and the entire set of the easy to understand sentences. As runs change

R levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2

11
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taset is created by coupling an Si that has not been chosen before and E. For each created datas
sidered using the K fold cross-validation approach averaging the partial results. Final results a
ted as the averaged partial results over the number of runs. The quantification of the performance
sing Accuracy, Recall, Precision. The Precision and the Recall are used to calculate the F1-SCOR
what concerns the Italian language, we have used a 10-Fold for each of the three runs.
pEva has been trained for a variable number of epochs. For each epoch, according to the K-Fo
ology, we have trained K models.
stem has been compared with a baseline method that relies on SVM, Random Forest, and Gradie
g. Each input sentence is represented numerically by using a pre-trained embedding tool comput
astText [42] and the bag of words method. Every sentence is embedded as the concatenation of
malized sum of all the vectors representing the tokens and b) the bag of words applied to the parts
normalized as well. The baseline method has been tested on more runs as well as the DeepEva syste
oit the entire Italian corpora. To improve the performances of the SVM baseline, the following kern
s have been used: linear, and rbf. For what concerns the Random Forest and Gradient boosti
ploit 100 estimators. Their implementation has been carried out by exploiting scikit-learn12[55] a
the standard parameters.
contains results achieved by both DeepEva and the baseline models on the Italian corpus, showi
ter performances achieved by the NN-based model.
pEva has been tested exploiting the PACCSS corpus as well. As described above, the achiev
ances are compared to baseline models ones that rely on SVM (with linear and RBF kernel), Rando
and Gradient Boosting. They all exploit the same sentence representation manner, which relies
xt and the bag of words of parts of speech. In this case, DeepEva achieves the best results after
.

Model Epochs Kernel Recall Precision F1-SCORE
DeepEva-IT 10 - .872 (±.014) .862 (±.009) .862 (±.004)
SVM-IT-L - linear .725 (±.003) .789 (±.002) .756 (±.002)
SVM-IT-R - rbf .708 (±.002) .624 (±.003) .663 (±.002)
RF-IT - - .756 (±.003) .762 (±.003) .759 (±.003)
GB - - .794 (±.003) .753 (±.002) .773 (±.002)

Results achieved by both DeepEva and the baseline model on Italian harvested Corpus. Every measure is carried o
verage of results computed for each run on the base of the 10-Fold method.

Model Epochs Kernel Recall Precision F1-SCORE
DeepEva-PIT 19 - .880 (±.012) .895 (±.011) .888 (±.002)
SVM-IT-PL - linear .725 (±.002) .789 (±.002) .756 (±.002)
SVM-IT-PR - rbf .708 (±.004) .624 (±.003) .663 (±.002)
RF-IT-P - - .857 (±.001) .877 (±.002) .867 (±.000)
GB-IT-P - - .741 (±.004) .823 (±.005) .780 (±.003)

Results achieved by DeepEva compared to the ones achieved by the baseline on PACCSS. Every measure is carried o
verage of results computed on the base of 10-fold method.

Experiment 2: English
performance evaluation of the system for the English language has been carried out on sentenc

the Newsela corpus. The test-set is created using the extraction procedure described in section 4
ing to that used for the Italian language, the system testing has been carried out by using the K-Fo
alidation methodology with K = 10. Since the number of hard to understand sentences is greater th
y to understand one the experiments has been carried out in two runs (see section 4.2.1). The fir
loits a dataset composed of all the T easy to understand sentences and the first T hard to understa

it-learn version 0.23.2
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es. In the second run, the model uses a dataset composed by taking the latest T hard to understa
es and the set of the easy to understand sentences. Finally, the results have been averaged on K-Fo
en over the number of runs. The quantification of the performance is computed using Recall a
on. The last ones are used to calculate the F1-Score.
rformances of DeepEva are compared with the same baseline models used for experiments in t
language. The baseline models have been trained on two runs and carried out previously to evalua
ire set of available data. Table 5 shows both the most relevant result achieved by DeepEva and t
rison with the baseline models.

Model Epochs Kernel Recall Precision F1-SCORE
DeepEva-EN 7 - .870 (±0.010) .890 (±0.008) .880 (±0.002)
SVM-EN-L - linear .797 (±0.002) .892 (±0.002) .842 (±0.001)
SVM-EN-R - rbf .789 (±0.001) .806 (±0.001) .797 (±0.001)
RF-EN - - .794 (±0.02) .869 (±0.001) .823 (±0.001)
GB-EN - - .803 (±0.002) .867 (±0.001) .834 (±0.001)

Results achieved by both DeepEva and the baseline model on the English Corpus. Every measure is carried out as t
of results computed for each run on the base of 10-Fold method.

cussion

first insight that comes from experiments is the suggestion that different efforts need to evalua
e complexity written in Italian and English. The above tables show that the highest performances a
d faster for the English language than for the Italian one that needs more training epochs. Moreov
ok at the F1-Scores. The model finds it harder to infer the features that denote the complexity of t
sentences since it achieves worse classification measures making more effort.
system has been tested to measure its effectiveness for the evaluation task. To increase the robu
the testing process, the entire set of experiments exploit the cross-validation methodology with
rable number of Folds. Moreover, since the datasets are unbalanced, the K-Fold method has be
on more runs of the model execution to use all the available data (see sec. 4.2.1).

he first experiment (sec. 4.2.1), the system has been evaluated by measuring its performance to asse
plexity of sentences written in the Italian language. Results in table 3 show the best value of F1-Sco
harvested corpus is achieved after training the model for ten epochs, table 4 contains the best system
ance achieved for the PACCSS corpus by training the network for 19 epochs. Such high values

re suggest the system’s capabilities of evaluating the complex facets of the Italian sentences inferr
e data. The Italian corpora are composed of many different types of sentences, which include sever
ctives of both lexical and syntactical complexity. Moreover, the system addresses a crucial featu
topic; it is not length-dependent since for both the hard to understand and the easy to understa
, the number of tokens ranges widely. Indeed, although longer sentences might be believed harder
and, they could contain a significant amount of information that limits the growth of the complexi
odel has been compared with baseline models trained by following the methodology used for t
ance evaluation of DeepEva and the same amount of information (i.e., embedding and parts

). Experiments have taken into account Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and SVM with differe
methods. Notice that DeepEva has been trained and tested from scratch for both corpora becau
vested corpus and PACCSS address different types of readers.
s show that the best performances have been achieved by Gradient Boosting for the harvest corp
Random Forest for the PACCSS one. Nonetheless, the measures are not as good as the ones achiev
pEva that can evaluate the sentence complexity better than other models. Only the Random Fore
on PACCSS achieves results comparable to the ones of DeepEva. This is interesting and worth
analysis that will be carried out in future works.
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second experiment aids the evaluation of the performances of DeepEva for the English langua
ments have been carried out by following the methodology established for the first experime
ore, a 10-Fold cross-validation methodology has been used repeatedly to take into account the ent
t (see section 4.2.2). Table 5 shows the overall performances of DeepEva for the evaluation of t
sentence complexity. Training the network for seven epochs allows us to attain an F1-Score val

o 0.88. It can be deducted the capabilities of the network to recognize the features that affect t
mplexity. Specifically, there are few discrepancies between the Recall and the Precision measur
means that the system can recognize hard to understand sentences keeping a high level of exactne
ering both the methodology to carry out the experiment and the reliability of the data exploited f
ining, such high values of the achieved measures guarantee an accurate functioning of the syste
e models are used to evaluate the effectiveness of DeepEva. In contrast to results shown for the Itali
ge, the SVM-L can reach higher results for the English language. Table 5 outlines the best F1-Score
eline is used in combination with the linear kernel. Overall, Random Forest and Gradient Boosti
almost the same value of F1-Score of SVM-L, showing good behaviour for classifying sentences.

se, the Precision value is comparable to the one achieved by DeepEva; on the contrary, the Rec
e is 8% worse.

nclusions

have introduced an ATE system based on RNN capable of taking into account many facets
xity to classify sentences based on their difficulties. The evaluation of sentence complexity is a n
ctive of the ATE research fields, which offers different challenges than those based on documen
g on sentences is more complex since there is less information for the analysis, but it is more benefic
he system allows us to intervene directly on the part of the text that needs to be simplified. T
has been tested for Italian and English languages, the high performances of the system to classify ha
sy to understand sentences suggest its high versatility to tackle the problem of complexity evaluati
erent languages. Although the languages are very different from various points of view, the syste
the ability to discover the features that affect complexity for both of them.
works will be focused on carrying out additional tests to understand the system’s functioning deep
going to compare DeepEVA with state-of-the-art AI methods such as transformers and convolution
networks for text classification. A deeper linguistic analysis will be carried out on the employ
. Moreover, the system is being embedded in a more complex system whose aim is to simplify text
mated manner under development, and it will be also used in conversational systems like those us
57] in order to improve the effectiveness of interaction with users in social robotic environments [5
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